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Fair and sustainable economy !
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Global Justice ?  Fair use of resources ?
Over- and underconsumption



Social Equity is “basic need”

“ How almost everything - from life expectancy to 
mental illness, violence to illiteracy - is affected not by 
how wealthy a society is, but how equal it is ” 

Spirit level - Richard Wilkinson & Kate Pickett



Planetary boundaries: Development 
within limits

Sustainable development ?
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Or recognition of limits !



It is claimed that the “Green Economy” and “Green Growth” 
proposed by UNEP, OECD and Europe 2020 is the way out 
of ongoing economic-, climate-, water- and food crises by 
restructuring our economies to simply encourage and 
sustain green energy, green growth and green jobs. 

A Green Economy is a big step forward, but will not solve 

on her own problems of inequity in incomes, access to 
resources and quality of life, nor tackle pollution from 
existing industry and environmental degradation.

Promoting Green Economy is not the same as “changing 
our economy” towards Sustainable Development.

Green Economy



Need for systemic change and 
transition
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How do 
we 
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Need for sustainable societies –

not only “green” consumers



(unequal) growth : 
and (unequal) consequences
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Social Equity in practice

General consensus that Social Equity has to be 
part of the Green Economy. 

As we are already living globally beyond our 
environmental limits, we cannot keep on growing 
(for increasing the cake to share). We need to 
start thinking of redistribution of resources and 

wealth. 

=> Poverty eradication by (extreme) wealth 
reduction 



Contraction and Convergence

Environmental Space
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Industrial countriesFormer Eastern 
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Based on Rochol



- Our global economy is already going far beyond the 

limits of the carrying capacity of the planet.

- We are using too much of our natural capital, and any 
businessman knows: if you start eating your capital: 
bankruptcy will soon follow....

Recognising limits

- There is an urgent need to cut 
down the use of natural 
resources in absolute amounts. 
-Technical solutions (eco-
efficiency) will not be enough.. 

=> sufficiency



“sufficiency” in industrialised countries

How ?

- Recognising and establishing the limits : resource and 
emission caps, strong reduction targets (in absolute 
amounts),
- Fiscal reforms (taxing the bads, not the goods),
- Product norms (energy and resources standards)
- Alternative indicators (“beyond GDP”)
- Contraction and convergence (“wealth reduction”)
- Tackling income inequalities (maximum salaries)
- Strengthen and invest on social capital and social 
innovation
- Investment in public goods



- Dismantling the culture of consumerism, instead of 
promoting (green) consumerism 
- Sharing available work
- Urban planning which allows sustainable transport, 
local shops and food production, open spaces, .. (local 
agenda 21)
- Education: integrate SD in curricula at all levels
- Allow real civil participation (not consultation after the 
decisions are made.. :-)
- Put human values at the heart of every policy
=>

Show leadership and design long term visions, go 
beyond single and end-of-pipe solutions

by ..



Stop the rat race....
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Some questions for debate (1)

Achieving a green and sustainable 
economy: what are the best strategies for 
achieving this and which stakeholder can 

play which role ?
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How to realise fair distribution of the use of 
resources and absorption capacity for 
waste (incl CO2). How to avoid that 

“resource justice” becomes an empty 
concept ?

Some questions for debate (2)
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How to implement the idea of 
"limits to growth" and "prosperity 
without growth" within the Green 

economy debates ?

Some questions for debate (3)



Thanks for 
your attention 
!

Leida@anped.org


